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all the misfortunes and hardships I have endured in warfare and
in fighting my way through hostile seas weigh heavily upon me.
All the same, and in spite of what I have gone through, I'll try
my luck at the sports. For words can sting, and yours have put
me on my mettle.'
With this he leapt to his feet and, not even troubling to re-
move his cloak, picked up the biggest disk of all, a huge weight,
more massive by far than those used in their regular matches.
With one swing he launched it from his mighty hand, and the
stone hummed on its course. The Phaeacians, lords of the sea and
champions of the long oar, cowered down as it hurtled through
the air; and so lightly did it fly from his hand that it overshot the
marks of all the other throws. Athene, pretending to be one of
the crowd, marked the distance of the cast, and saluted the
thrower.
'Look, sir,' she called, * even a blind man could pick out your
peg, by feeling with his hands. The others are all in a bunch, but
yours stands right out in the front. As far as this event is con-
cerned, you can set your mind at rest. None of the Phaeacians
will make as good a throw, let alone a better/
Her announcement delighted the much-enduring Odysseus,
who was happy to find a real friend in the lists and now addressed
the Phaeacians in lighter vein:
(Reach that, my young friends, if you can, though I shouldn't
be surprised if presently I sent along another just as far or even
farther. And since you have thoroughly roused me, come out, if
any of you fancy the idea and have the pluck, come out and take
me on - at boxing, wrestling, or even running, I don't care
which. Laodamas, whose guest I am, is the only one among you
all whom I except, for who would fight his host? A man must
be out of his senses or an utter fool to challenge the friend who is
entertaining him in a strange country. He would only wreck his
own prospects by doing so. But of the rest of you, there is no
one I'm too proud to take on; in fact I'm ready to meet and
match myself against all comers. For I am not a bad hand all
round at any kind of manly sport. I can handle well the polished

